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Introduction
By Emma Goldsmith

Just before the start of this academic year, we were
delighted to host a reunion for our 1960s Old Dragons
(page 20) and it was reassuring to hear them talk
about the values that the School instilled in them,
knowing that they remain the same: Kindness,
Courage and Respect. The School’s motto, Arduus Ad
Solem, ‘Reach for the Sun’, lives and breathes, with
the Dragon remaining ambitious and challenging
as we prepare global citizens for the 21st century.
You will read of our continued involvement with both
local community and global outreach initiatives
on page 28 of this issue, demonstrating how social
and environmental impact remain at the very heart
of a Dragon Education. September also saw the
exciting launch of our Saturday morning enrichment
curriculum, Dragon QUEST, across the full School.
You will read more about this fantastic and bespoke
programme on page 30.
In this issue, with great thanks to our archivist Gay
Sturt, we look back to when the School began
and the Heads that have been at the Dragon
helm over the years. We also acknowledge
Dragons who themselves have since carved
out a career in educational leadership. Our OD
Bookshelf highlights, as ever, our brilliant ODs that
have recently informed us of published writings and
books of Dragon interest, along with a selection of
featured articles from, and interviews with, members
of the Dragon community. We also introduce two new
Heads of Department in our ‘Staff Spotlight’, as Rosie
Coombs and Charlie Ponder join the Dragon (page 40).
May I also take this opportunity to recognise the
generosity of our ODs, parents and friends towards
our Transformational Bursary Programme: thank
you. We were delighted to welcome five new bursary
pupils to the Dragon at the start of the academic year,
and you can find an update on this transformative
programme on page 41.

We lit the touchpaper of the new School year with some invigorating
staff meetings, all of us relieved and energised to have many of the
COVID-19 restrictions behind us. This School is extraordinary. Not only
is it arguably the largest boarding prep school in the country but it
also has a tangible energy that emanates from the staff who breathe
life into this place.

As we look forward to this new year ahead and the
return of those longer and brighter days, we look
back with gratitude over the last term and reflect on
all that we have been through as a community and
sincerely thank you for your continued support of the
School. My family and I are elated to be part of this
exceptional community and
wish you and your families
a wonderful start to the
year ahead.
Emma Goldsmith
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Putting on an exhibition can be a complicated
process, from developing the narrative to securing
loans, but trying to organise one during a global
pandemic proved particularly challenging in the
case of Epic Iran. The exhibition was originally due to
open in October 2020 but between museum closures,
staff furloughs and travel restrictions, not to mention
ongoing sanctions, it seemed at times like it may never
happen. Thankfully, the show would go on to open
finally in May 2021, proving to be one of the hottest
tickets in town, repeatedly selling out (much to my
mother’s dismay) until its closure in September.

Iran’s Hidden Treasures
By Astrid Johansen (OD 2001)

I was fortunate enough to work on the exhibition through my role at the Iran Heritage
Foundation, which co-organised the show with the V&A, in association with the Sarikhani
Collection. IHF’s Academic Director, Dr John Curtis, was one of the lead curators and he
and I were responsible for curating the ancient part of the exhibition, working closely with
colleagues from the V&A and the Sarikhani Collection who, in turn, covered the medieval
and contemporary sections.
Epic Iran covered an expansive period of 5,000 years and was the first major exhibition on
Iran in the UK since 1931. It was not only an opportunity to showcase Iranian art and culture
to new generations, but it also allowed us to exhibit some objects that had not yet been
discovered 90 years ago. Furthermore, it was a chance to show some hidden treasures
from the V&A’s collection, some of which were specially conserved for this display, as well
as a wealth of pieces from the country’s modern and contemporary art movements. The
message of the show was to demonstrate the breadth and continuity of Iranian culture over
the centuries and to bring to the public’s attention the richness and vibrancy of the country
and its people, something which is so often overshadowed by the dire political situation.
Unfortunately, the exhibition won’t be travelling anywhere else as the objects on loan needed
to be returned, but there is a publication available and there will be a display of the Sarikhani
Collection’s objects, plus more from their private museum in Buckinghamshire, which is due
to open in Berlin in December.

Dragon played a
significant part
in leading me to
where I am now.
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I think it’s fair to say that my time at the Dragon played a significant
part in leading me to where I am now. The introduction to Latin at an
early age, taught by some amazing teachers (shout-out to Mr Frith),
was something I had thought might only be useful for gaining a slightly
obscure GCSE. However, it sowed the seeds for an interest in antiquity
and classical civilisations, which undoubtedly influenced my choice to
study Egyptology at university. This degree and general interest took
me to the Middle East department at the British Museum for a couple
of years where I learnt more about ancient Iraq and Iran, and this
eventually led me to the Iran Heritage Foundation and, of course, Epic
Iran. I couldn’t be more grateful.

Epic Iran covered an expansive
period of 5,000 years and was
the first major exhibition on Iran
in the UK since 1931.

Featured photos:
Epic Iran © Victoria and Albert Museum

Summer Term, 2001
Astrid pictured: first row, middle. We spy some
familiar faces, including Ma Da!
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We have failed, unless we have helped the boy
to develop his mind and his capacities in his own
way. Unless we have given him full scope for all
the imagination and originality that is in him.
Skipper Lynam
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Returning to Oxford in 1877 following his education at
Magdalen College, Mr Arthur Clarke took on the first
class of 14 pupils at 24 – St Giles, Oxford. Within two
years the class size had outgrown the two rooms and so
they moved to Crick Road. Not long before his sudden
and tragic death from pneumonia, he was ordained,
becoming known as Rev Clarke.
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In 1886, Charles ‘Skipper’ Lynam purchased the school
with £2,000 borrowed from his father-in-law to be. The
popularity of the School meant that new buildings were
necessary to house the growing numbers of pupils. A
further £2,000 was raised through the generosity of
parents and the School moved to Bardwell Road in
1895. As Headmaster, Skipper introduced girls, plays,
concerts, sporting activities and abandoned stiff Eton
Collars. Informality was Skipper’s nature and, in many
ways, his headship founded the Dragon culture and
community we know today.

Alfred ‘Hum’ Lynam, born in 1873, Skipper’s
younger brother, was the first of the Lynam
family to attend the Dragon. He joined the staff
in 1895 at Bardwell Road. In 1912 Skipper decided
to go sailing for the final six weeks of the Summer
Term, after 25 years as Headmaster. Hum was
appointed Headmaster in his place. Skipper
returned for the next term and Hum recognised
that this would be the pattern for some time.
In 1920, Hum officially became Headmaster.
Numbers rose from 200 in 1939 to 400 by the end
of the war.

From the Archives

A History of Heads
Founded in 1877, the Dragon was then known as Mr Clarke’s Little Boy’s School, before changing
to the Oxford Preparatory School (O.P.S) in 1879, educating the sons of Oxford University dons.
The School was run for many years by the Lynams, a family of progressive educationalists who
believed that children should enjoy school and understand the world around them. In 1920
Hum Lynam, Headmaster at the time, decreed that, as the boys had always been known as
‘Dragons’, the School would from then on be known as the Dragon School. Heads of the Dragon
that have since followed, retained strong links to these roots, ensuring they remain at the heart
of the aims and ethos of the Dragon. Kindness, Courage and Respect are the values at the core
of a Dragon Education today. The School continues to embrace the new: enthusing and igniting
fresh interests, allowing young Dragons to use their imaginations, question what is around
them, and wonder at everything discovered and learned.
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Joc, son of Hum, joined the staff in 1924 and
was referred to as the ‘Junior Head’. He became
Headmaster of the Dragon in 1942 when he gave
the Prize Day speech, even though he protested
that Hum had not yet retired. In 1965 Joc retired
and married Barbara, his PA.

Keith ‘Inky’ Ingram arrived after three years at Brasenose. He
joined the Dragon in 1953 as a stooge and by 1954 he was sharing a
class for Classics every morning. In 1965, Inky became the Dragon’s
Headmaster. He continued to nurture the child-centred culture
developed by the Lynam family. He increased pupil numbers from
477 in 1945 to 625 in 1989. Inky worked alongside Mike ‘Guv’ Gover,
an Old Dragon who joined the staff in 1949. Guv was appointed
‘Joint Headmaster’ in 1972 until 1989, when both retired.
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It is important to harness the
vitality, imagination and natural
curiosity of young people to
develop the mindset of ‘why not?’

12

Emma Goldsmith
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Hugh Woodcock (OD 1938) taught
Classics, English, History and Maths at
the Dragon and was appointed Head
for an academic year (‘92–’93). He was
encouraging and keen to see the children
enjoy their time out of the classroom.

2021 welcomed Emma Goldsmith, previous Head of
Winchester House, the twelfth Head of the Dragon.
Continuing the tradition of putting children first, Emma
prioritises preparing young Dragons for the modern world
whilst ensuring continuity of the School’s ethos and values:
“It is important to harness the vitality, imagination and
natural curiosity of young people to develop the mindset of
‘why not?’. If this culture of questioning is embedded at an
early age it will encourage an enthusiasm to lead a lifetime
of learning. Arduus ad Solem – ‘Reach for the Sun’ – is the
Dragon’s motto and is as relevant today as it was when the
School was founded. We want all of our children to become
resilient and ambitious, ready to take on the challenges of
being a global citizen of the 21st century. The Dragon has
a well-earned reputation of providing a community which
will nurture these characteristics with the values of Kindness,
Courage and Respect, underpinning all that we do.
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Roger Trafford arrived as Headmaster in 1993 with his
wife, Cheryl, who was also heavily involved in Dragon
School life and a Teacher of History. Roger believed in
“the pursuit of excellence without arrogance along with
a strong desire to learn from others.” By purchasing an
existing school, The Crescent School, Roger founded
Lynams (now the Dragon Pre-Prep). Roger started on
improvements and changes to ensure the School’s
long-term future. All this, while maintaining the School’s
high standards and unique, unstuffy culture.

Dragons, both past and present, feel a sense of service
and philanthropy; this sense of responsibility for the world
around them is at the core of the School’s ethos and drives
forward creative thinking and innovation in all areas of
community life. Our community is enriched by every child,
whether they are a boarder or day pupil, from overseas or
live close by. We are a diverse and inclusive organisation
and value the richness that each individual brings.”
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In 2002, John Baugh took over as Head. His wife Wendy also joined
the School and went on to become Director of Safeguarding, as
well as teaching art and directing plays. During John’s tenure, the
purchase of the freehold from St John’s College was made, thus
securing the Dragon’s future on the banks of the Cherwell. John and
Wendy shared the same passion for Dragon values as preceding
headmasters. An emphasis on ‘Social and Emotional learning’
form the bedrock of a culture where kindness, mutual respect,
consideration and common sense prevail.

Dr Crispin Hyde-Dunn joined the long line of modernising headmasters
of the Dragon School, in 2017. He continued to nurture the Dragon’s
unique learning culture that puts children’s needs at the forefront,
introducing Dragon QUEST, a bespoke, skills-based enrichment
curriculum on Saturday mornings. At the heart of his headship was
his commitment to ensuring that the Dragon continued to offer
extraordinary opportunities in a supportive, nurturing environment, in
which a whole range of talent was discovered and potential fulfilled.

10
Nigel Richardson was appointed Headmaster
in September 1989, succeeding Inky and Guv.
Together with his wife Joy, he organised supper
and games evenings in his private house for
boarders who were feeling homesick when
their friends were on an exeat. He showed calm
determination and dignity. His two young sons
became Dragons themselves.
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In next year’s issue of The OD, we look back over the
history and Heads of the Dragon Pre-Prep. If you have any
memories or photos you’d like to share of your time at
the ‘Baby School’ or ‘Lynams’, we’d love to hear from you.
Email development.office@dragonschool.org
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An Interview with Rory Stewart (OD 1986)

We can’t do
everything, but we
can be something

Now a senior fellow at Yale University’s
Jackson Institute of Global Affairs, Rory
Stewart (OD 1986) has spent the last few
months doing all that he can to support
the people of Afghanistan following
the international troop withdrawal and
subsequent violence across the country. After
serving as a senior diplomat in Iraq, Rory
walked across Afghanistan in 2002 and later
co-founded and ran the Turquoise Mountain
Foundation from 2005 to 2008, a charity that
works to protect heritage and communities at
risk around the world, including Afghanistan,
Myanmar, Saudi Arabia and Jordan.
Shoshana Stewart, Rory’s wife, became the
foundation’s CEO in 2009.
We spoke to Rory in October 2021 about what inspired his interest in
Afghanistan as a nation, his own feelings on the current crisis, and what
we within the UK, and indeed the international community, can do to
support the country and its people.

Rory, what first sparked your interest in Afghanistan and
its people?
I had been interested in Afghanistan before, but it was during my
walk across the country in 2002 that everything changed. When I first
travelled across Afghanistan I discovered a snow-covered landscape
out of my dreams. I found villages in isolated valleys with the most
dignified, generous, brave and charismatic people.

The world has watched the events of the last few months
with a sense of helplessness and genuine concern for
what the future holds for the people of Afghanistan. Many
feel we have abandoned the country and its people at a
time of great need. What do you think the international
community, in particular the UN and Western powers such
as the US, UK and France, should have done differently?
I have plenty of thoughts on how the international community could
have acted more responsibly and carefully – I’ve been talking about
little else for the last month. There was no good reason to do what they
did. But as we are moving now from a chaotic international withdrawal
to an urgent ongoing humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan, I want to
focus not on how we got here but on what we must do now. The
international community must support Afghanistan with significant,
sustained humanitarian and development assistance, and welcome
refugees. And we must remain focused on helping individual Afghans –
not just military interpreters, but talented doctors and nurses, teachers,
artists and craftsmen.
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How do you feel the UK government responded to the crisis and
your pleas for help?
While many individual members of the government and foreign service have
been helpful and dedicated, I will admit that I was disappointed in the overall
response. This has been an incredible betrayal of the Afghan people who
worked so closely with us for decades.

There must always be hope and so what future do you see
for Afghanistan?
Yes – we must focus on the future. Afghanistan has not been an easy or
straightforward place for any of the last 20 years. But the Afghan people are
incredibly stoic and resilient – if we continue to rally around and support them to
pursue education and economic opportunities, many Afghans will continue to
find a decent life for their families. International governments and hard-working
NGOs can make a real impact and provide basic support for many Afghans.

To what extent do you think that the destructive influence of
the country’s poppy and opium trade will prevent the country
from flourishing?
This has always been a challenge for Afghanistan and won’t go away. But the
key to undermining opium’s dominance in the Afghan economy is in providing
serious, viable alternative livelihoods. Carpet weaving and other traditional
crafts have real potential as an economic backbone for Afghanistan – but only
if the international community avoids broad-based sanctions (which would
encourage black market trades like opium).

And linked with hope, is the role of The Turquoise Mountain
Foundation. Both yourself personally, and the foundation
clearly remain deeply committed to supporting the people of
Afghanistan. How do you hope to make a difference and how
will you prioritise to ensure that the support gets to the right
areas and communities?
This is not an abstract question – the thing that is so important is that
Turquoise Mountain is there now on the ground and is continuing work.
There was really only a brief pause around the fall of Kabul – and that work
will absolutely continue as long as the international community continues to
support NGOs. Turquoise Mountain has 200 staff in Afghanistan, and supports
over 5,000 Afghans and their families with incomes, education and healthcare.
We have already reopened our community health clinic – focused on maternal
and family health – which has 20,000 patients in a typical year and has been
the front line of response during the pandemic as well. There is a huge amount
that we can still do.

What would you like the UK government to do now?
We have a moral obligation to the Afghan people. The UK government –
along with the US and others – must commit substantial aid to Afghanistan,
supporting NGOs that are already operating on the ground. They must
dramatically increase the number of Afghans we are welcoming into the UK.
And most importantly the international community must avoid broad-based
sanctions that will cause real and immediate pain to individual Afghan people
– deepening the humanitarian crisis and creating more refugees – but will also
have no real impact on the Taliban.

Rory, you’ve previously commented that “the most fundamental
underlying problem in all of this is the collapse of political
language.” Why?
I’ve been frustrated with this obsession with “failure” in Afghanistan. The fact
that the Western state-building mission in Afghanistan failed simply does not
mean that all that has been achieved in Afghanistan was a waste or a failure.
It is an irresponsible statement – the language matters; it is throwing the
education and economic empowerment of millions of girls and women away
to simply say “it was all a failure.” This has also been a turnaround for many
politicians who said that Afghanistan was completely essential for national
security – and now have been happy to reverse course.

In your interview for The House, you comment,
“We can’t do everything, but we can be
something.” What do you mean by this?
The crisis unfolding in Afghanistan is so devastating that it
makes many of us – from individuals to governments – throw
up our hands in defeat. Or it just paralyses us. But giving up
is really not an option right now. There have certainly been
failures in Afghanistan in the last 20 years but there have also
been millions of Afghan people whose lives have been made
significantly, measurably better. If we can continue to help
even some of those people, we must.

How can we help, and what can we do to make a
real difference to the lives of Afghans?
The main thing that individuals can do right now is support
NGOs working in Afghanistan – there are so many wonderful
organisations but they will need help to continue. And it
is a place where very small contributions can make a real
difference. I have been really moved by the over 6,000
people who have contributed to Turquoise Mountain with
donations of £5 or £10 – they are allowing us to continue
our work. You can also buy products and artwork made by
Afghan artisans.

Jordan will be home for you and your family
for the next two years as you work on a project
restoring a ruined Roman site in the Golan
Heights. But, Rory, can we expect a return to
politics in the future?
I think studying the ancient politics that played out in Roman
Gadara and Ottoman Umm Qais will keep me busy enough
in Jordan.

I have plenty of thoughts
on how the international
community could have acted
more responsibly and carefully.
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Karsten (OD 2021) and
Kaius Vun (OD 2023)

Tales and
Adventures
from Hong
Kong
ISBN: 978-9-8875873-0-2
Published: September 2020

Blurb: Karsten and Kaius spent the summer of
2020 in Hong Kong creating and illustrating
their own tales and adventures. This is the first
collaborative project in the written form, born
out of a surreal and prolonged homeschooling
period during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.

Bookshelf
The Dragon is keen to keep abreast of published OD
writing, books of OD interest and about ODs. Here
are publishers’ descriptions of books received by the
Development Office since the last issue of The OD.

Hugo Rittson-Thomas (OD 1970) and Jeremy Musson

Conrad Mason (OD 1997)

Romantics and Classics: Style in the
English Country House

The Girl in Wooden
Armour

ISBN: 978-0-8478698-5-5
Published: 2 March 2021

ISBN: 978-1-7884519-6-3
Published: 1 April 2021

Written by Jeremy Musson and photographed by Hugo
Rittson-Thomas, Romantics and Classics: Style in the English
Country House gives an unprecedented snapshot into
some of the most exceptional of England’s historic houses that are lived in and
decorated for today by their imaginative owners and designers. Essays on furniture,
gardens, and colour expand upon three essential components of country style,
demonstrating the remarkable wealth of taste and style inspiration, both inside
and out, ranging from traditional and classic to contemporary and bohemian,
with examples including Haddon Hall, Court of Noke, Sezincote and The Laskett.
Conrad Wolfram (OD 1983)

The Math(s) Fix: An Education
Blueprint for The AI Age

Barbara Kennard
(Former Staff)

Dragons In My
Classroom:
A Teacher’s
Memoir

ISBN: 978-1-5795502-9-5
Published: 23 July 2020

Philip Steadman (OD 1955)

Renaissance Fun

ISBN: 978-1-6474236-5-0
Published: 14 June 2022

ISBN: 978-1-7873591-7-8
Published: 13 April 2021

Renaissance Fun is about the
technology of Renaissance
entertainment in stage machinery
and theatrical special effects – in
gardens and fountains – and in the
automata and self-playing musical
instruments that were installed in
garden grottoes.

What holds you back from becoming your best
self? Perfectionism held me back from becoming
the compassionate but challenging teacher
I wanted to be. I thought about leaving the
profession but I couldn’t; it was all I ever wanted
to do. Then in the seventeenth year of my career,
an opportunity to teach overseas presented
itself. I gave up everything I knew about teaching
in America to teach at The Dragon School in
Oxford, England. There I learned how to begin
again and to deal with my own inner “dragons”.

How did the machines behind these
shows work? How exactly were
chariots filled with singers let down
onto the stage? How were flaming dragons made to fly across the sky?
How were seas created on stage? How did mechanical birds imitate
real birdsong? What was ‘artificial music’, three centuries before Edison
and the phonograph? How could pipe organs be driven and made to
play themselves by water power alone? And who were the architects,
engineers, and craftsmen who created these wonders? All these
questions are answered. At the end of the book, we visit the lost ‘garden
of marvels’ at Pratolino with its many grottoes, automata and water
jokes; and we attend the performance of Mercury and Mars in Parma
in 1628, with its spectacular stage effects and its music by Claudio
Monteverdi – one of the places where opera was born.

Tim Cawkwell (OD 1961)

In These Torrid
Times
Although 2020/21 was a
year to forget, it is most
likely to be a year we
shall remember more
readily than others.
In private response to the new public COVID-19
reality which has coincided with a sense that
politically, socially and culturally we have passed
through a watershed year, Tim Cawkwell has
written a sequence of poems, In These Torrid
Times. They are fourteen in number, ranging
from poems of one page in length to others
of several pages. They include two COVID-19
odes, plus ‘Three Ages of the Nation’, ‘Empire
with Chinese characteristics’, a letter to Dominic
Cummings, ‘In praise of Norfolk’, ‘Johnson, Our
Chief of Men?’ and a cricket sonnet.
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ISBN: 978-1-9169062-0-4
Published: July 2021

Renaissance Fun is offered as an entertainment in itself. But behind the
show is a more serious scholarly argument, centred on the enormous
influence of two ancient writers on these subjects, Vitruvius and Hero.
Vitruvius’s Ten Books on Architecture were widely studied by Renaissance
theatre designers. Hero of Alexandria wrote The Pneumatics, a collection
of designs for surprising and entertaining devices that were the models
for sixteenth- and seventeenth-century automata. A second book by
Hero, On Automata-Making – much less well known, then and now –
describes two miniature theatres that presented plays without human
intervention. One of these, it is argued, provided the model for the type
of proscenium theatre introduced from the mid-sixteenth century, the
generic design which is still built today. As the influence of Vitruvius
waned, the influence of Hero grew.

Why are we all taught maths for years of our lives?
Does it really empower everyone? Or fail most and
disenfranchise many? Is it crucial for the AI age or an
obsolete rite of passage?
The Math(s) Fix: An Education Blueprint for the AI Age is a
groundbreaking book that exposes why maths education is in crisis worldwide
and how the only fix is a fundamentally new mainstream subject. It argues
that today’s maths education is not working to elevate society with modern
computation, data science and AI. Instead, students are subjugated to compete
with what computers do best, and lose.
This is the only book to explain why being “bad at maths” may be as much the
subject’s fault as the learner’s: how a stuck educational ecosystem has students,
parents, teachers, schools, employers and policymakers running in the wrong
direction to catch up with real-world requirements. But it goes further too – for
the first time setting out a completely alternative vision for a core computational
school subject to fix the problem and seed more general reformation of
education for the AI age.
Thomas Mogford (OD 1990)

The Plant Hunter
ISBN: 978-1-7873993-6-5
Published: 17 February 2022

London, 1867, and the King’s Road, Chelsea, is lined with
exotic plant nurseries, catering to the Victorian obsession
with rare and valuable flora. But with the thirst for
exotics reaching fever pitch, so too does the market for
planthunters – daring adventurers sent into uncharted
lands in search of wonders to grace England’s finest
gardens.
Harry Compton’s life is a long way from that of a swashbuckling planthunter.
Having trained as a humble undergardener, his good looks see him plucked from
obscurity to work as a nursery salesman, selling fashionable plants to the wellheeled ladies of Chelsea.
But one small act of kindness leads Harry to inherit a precious gift – a specimen
of a fabled plant last heard of in The Travels of Marco Polo. And, along with the
specimen, comes a map.
Seizing his chance, Harry strikes out alone for fame and fortune. But where there
is wealth there is wickedness, and soon Harry is fleeing England, rounding the
Cape of Good Hope and sailing up the Yangtze alongside a prickly young widow
– in pursuit of the plant that will transform both their lives forever.

When Hattie visits her granny
for the first time in years,
she’s not sure what to expect.
Granny has always been
unusual. Now she’s gone
missing without trace. Hattie is determined to find
her. But in the strange little village where Granny lives,
nothing is as it seems. Is magic real here? What is the
shadowy place known as the Un Forest? And who is the
mysterious girl in wooden armour? One thing is certain:
an ancient evil is stirring in Brokewood-on-Tandle ... and
only Hattie can stand against it.
Jack Whitehall (OD 2001)

How to Survive
Family Holidays
ISBN: 978-1-4087159-4-9
Published: 14 October 2021

One part Lonely Planet, one
part tell-all family memoir, this
is the definitive and hilarious
guide on how to survive
your family holiday, by Jack
Whitehall, with a little bit of help from Michael and
Hilary Whitehall.
No one family has more experience of travelling
together than the Whitehalls. Indeed, they’ve been
allowing us a window to their escapades for the past
five years in the hit Netflix show ‘Travels with my Father’
and in this hilarious book they have now decided to
pool their advice for fellow travellers. They lay out the
pitfalls of family holidays, the dos and don’ts, the highs
and lows. In doing so they are sharing some of their
best anecdotes. Their most extreme experiences and
their most valuable advice. It is part memoir of family
life, part travel guide, and full on, laugh-out-loud funny.
Robin Stevens (OD 2001)

Once Upon a Crime
ISBN: 978-0-2414198-3-0
Published: 5 August 2021

Featuring four original, neverbefore published stories, this
incredible collection brings
together Daisy Wells, Hazel
Wong and their friends
Alexander and George, as well
as Hazel’s sisters, Rose and May Wong.
From the artfully sinister ‘The Case of the Second
Scream’, set aboard the ship carrying Daisy and Hazel
back from Hong Kong, to ‘The Case of the Uninvited
Guest’, where Uncle Felix and Aunt Lucy’s wedding
ceremony is the target for an unlikely threat. ‘The
Hound of Weston School’ sees the Junior Pinkerton’s
lead the detecting, and May Wong steps up and shows
her ambition to be the greatest spy ever when war
breaks out in ‘The Case of the Deadly Flat’.
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Emeritus Professor of Urban and Built Form Studies, Bartlett
School of Energy, Environment and Resources at University
College London.
Following his education at the Dragon, Philip Steadman (OD 1955) attended Winchester
College before studying Architecture at Cambridge University, going on to work on
university planning and people’s use of time in towns. Philip’s particular interest is in the
geometry of buildings, their environment, and the relationship of energy use to the forms
of buildings. He has published several books on these subjects, with his most recent,
Renaissance Fun, published in April 2021.

Author’s Corner
Philip Steadman (OD 1955)
In attending the Dragon, you were educated among
Oxford’s dreaming spires. Where and when did your
interest in architecture begin?
I wanted to be an architect from around the age of 10. I
wasn’t sure what an architect did – other than that it involved
buildings – and none of my relatives were architects. So, I have
no idea where the ambition came from. But I enjoyed painting
architectural subjects while I was at the Dragon. And when I went
on to Winchester, I made model buildings and studied books on
architecture.

During your time at the Dragon, you won prizes for
maths and woodwork. How did your education
influence your career?
Looking back, I can see the seeds of my architectural future in
those two prizes. Architects need to know about geometry, and
they also need to think about practical matters of construction
in many materials, including wood. My education at the Dragon
and Winchester was of course very academic, so in the end I
stayed in university life, and didn’t go into architectural practice.

You have published several books on geometry,
architecture, the histories of building types and
built forms. Your most recent book, Renaissance
Fun, focuses on renaissance entertainment, stage
machinery and theatrical special effects. What led
you to write about the machines behind the scenes?
In 2001 I published Vermeer’s Camera, about the great Dutch
artist’s use of the camera obscura as an aid to painting. In the
course of research for that book I read widely in the literature
of Renaissance optics and ‘natural magic’. The authors in
question wrote on many other subjects, including Renaissance
entertainment of different kinds. I have also made a number of
studies of perspective, including the use of perspective in sets for
the Renaissance theatre, which gave the illusion of spaces much
deeper than the actual depth of the stage. I kept on reading,
and found myself learning about how the jets of fountains were
made to take the shapes of trumpets, mushrooms, crowns and
fleurs de lys, how pipe organs were made to play themselves
automatically by water power and how mechanical birds
imitated real birdsong.

The book includes many amazing illustrations – our particular
favourite being the pyrotechnic dragon running on a wire
(of course!). What is your favourite machine behind the scenes,
and why?
My favourite is the mechanical self-playing flute invented by three brothers, the
Banü Müsà, in Baghdad in the ninth century, which was influential I argue on the
automated musical instruments of the Italian Renaissance. This machine was
programmed by a real flautist playing, and – by means of levers – the movements
of his fingers causing grooves to be made in a rotating wax cylinder, recording
what he played – a thousand years before Edison and the phonograph. The
sophistication reached by machine design in the ancient and medieval worlds is
often underestimated.

Theorem 40 from Hero’s Pneumatics:
‘On an apple being lifted, Hercules
shoots a dragon which then hisses’.

Watercolour sketches by Bernardo Buontalenti for Apollo and the monster
Python who do battle in the air in the third intermezzo for La Pellegrina, 1589.
Wikimedia Commons: La Pellegrina 1589 – Intermedio 3 – Il combattimento
pitici d’Apollo2.

Diagram by Henry George Farmer of
the hydraulic part of the Banu Musa’s
automated flute player, built in Baghdad
in the ninth century. The mechanism to
compress the air resembles a hydraulis,
but with a water tank above, and two
aeolic chambers below, which operate
alternately. The compressed air flows to the
flute via the tubes X and N at the tops of the
aeolic chambers. The music is recorded on
a pinned cylinder.

With the help of Vitruvius and Hero, two ancient writers, Renaissance
Fun answers many questions. From ‘how were flaming dragons
made to fly across the sky’ to ‘how were seas created on stage?’
What question has the most fascinating answer?
I believe that the most surprising finding of the book is that the design of the
Renaissance proscenium theatre of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries, and its complex stage machinery, had a precedent in a fabulously
ingenious automated model theatre designed by Hero of Alexandria in the first
century AD. Two of the leading Italian theatre designers of the time, Bernardo
Buontalenti and Giovanni Battista Aleòtti, must – I argue – have read and found
inspiration in Hero’s book on automata. The basic design of theatre pioneered in
Italy at this period was repeated up until the nineteenth century.

You have begun curating a digital Wunderkammer in the form
of your Cabinet of Architectural Curiosities. With such unusual
architecture around the world, from buildings in shapes of fruit to
buildings made of bottles or bones, which one would you most
recommend visiting and why?
I haven’t visited the Indonesian chicken church, and in fact my cabinet is devoted
not (just) to weird buildings as such, more to strange issues and stories in
architecture. But if I had to choose one building for a visit, I would recommend
Sir John Soane’s house and museum in Lincoln’s Inn Fields in London. Soane’s
conversion of the terrace house in which he lived and worked is a miraculous and
surprising work of interior architecture in itself. But the museum that he assembled
is an architectural Wunderkammer of drawings, models and curiosities, not to
mention the great paintings by Hogarth and Canaletto.

Frontispiece from Father Joseph
Engramelle’s Tonotechnics, 1775.
Around the room are several
automated musical instruments
powered by clockwork: a pipe
organ over the door, a clock
with a carillon in the window, a
self-playing harpsichord and a
mechanical flute player.

Left and below: ‘Calls’ used by
hunters to attract birds and
animals into the open, from John
Bate, The Mysteryes of Nature
and Art. The key is as follows: A
Kooko and Oul; B Cock; C Drake;
D Bittern; E Hedg-hog; F Levret;
G Peacock; H Stag; I Fox; K Plover
and Puppy; L Small Birds;
M Quayl; N Kyte, Lark and Linnet.

Dragon pouring fire from many orifices, running on a line,
from John Babington, Fireworks.

I always enjoyed making
things, models, though that
I suppose was a bit later. I
made model buildings.
(Left) Philip Steadman (OD 1955),
(Right) Jonathan Gilman (OD 1955).
Punting on the River Cherwell.

A 2020 interview with Alan Macfarlane (OD 1955)
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Event Round-Up

1960s OD Reunion Saturday, 4 September
We were delighted to welcome ODs and former staff from our 1960s cohort back to the School
for our first event of the year, and the return of reunions at the Dragon.
Starting with a guided tour of the Library, Art Block and Lynam Hall, ODs shared fond memories of their time at the School, both in
the classroom and on the playground, including many stories of playing marbles in the sandpit featured in the last edition of The
OD. Whilst the School landscape has undergone some changes since their last visit, it was evident that our Old Dragons felt the
independent spirit of the School still remains true. There was great joy felt in being able to stand at the steps of the Museum once
more and think back to how the Library was once their place of School assemblies and School House Lawn was once an ice rink!
Guests were warmly welcomed with a drinks reception on School House Lawn and were greeted by our newly appointed Head,
Emma Goldsmith. During this time there was also an opportunity to enjoy a wonderful film featuring their very own Dragon days
with huge thanks to our Archivist, Gay Sturt and John Tolson (OD 1962). It is safe to say many memories came flooding back and it
was brilliant to spot familiar faces relive memories they had discussed on their tours. ODs were then invited to be seated for dinner
in what is now the School Dining Room where they tucked into their delicious first course of whipped goats’ cheese, pickled beets,
broad beans, avocado, sourdough wafer and turmeric root dressing. Ed Phelps, Deputy Head, welcomed guest speaker Chris Jones
(OD 1968, Former Parent and Governor) who spoke of “great Dragon teachers” from Skipper’s era to Joc, Inky, and Guv. A main
course of gilt head bream was followed by an address from Sir Mark Allen KCMG
(OD 1963, Former Parent) who raised a glass to the “enduring and sustaining spirit
of this great School” before ODs were invited to change seats for their final course
of vanilla crème brûlée.
We were delighted to gift a reunion booklet to all those that attended, filled with
photographs from the Dragon archives and short biographies about the lives of
our ODs since leaving the School. This was also shared as a digital version with
those unable to join us to ensure that our 1960s cohort, no matter where they are in
the world today, were able to reconnect with their own Dragon days.
We are thrilled to be hosting reunions at the Dragon once again and it was our
pleasure to be given the opportunity to meet so many of our ODs in person. We
look forward to welcoming back more of our ODs and former colleagues to future
events, beginning with the 1970s OD Reunion in March.

1970s OD Reunite

Unable to make the 1970s
Reunion in March 2022, Simon
Barnes (OD 1971) met with
fellow 1971 Dragon friends
at Daphne’s in London, and
celebrated 50 years since they
left the School.

Pictured (from L to R):
David Ogilvy (OD 1971), Julian Henry
(OD 1971), Simon Barnes (OD 1971)
and Simon Clegg (OD 1971).
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Arduus ad Solem | Climate Change

Find out more about our
Arduus ad Solem series here.

On Thursday, 25 November 2021 we were excited to host the first event this year’s Arduus ad Solem series,
Climate Change: How can Dragons help solve it?
The session, chaired by Uday Khemka (OD 1978), Vice Chairman of the SUN group of companies,
welcomed Energy Strategist Kingsmill Bond (OD 1980), CEO at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Dr
Alice Bunn, and Oxford University Professor and former Dragon parent, Nick Jelley.

2022 Diary Dates

Our expert panel introduced the key environmental issues faced by society today and discussed the
ways we can all help solve the issue of Climate Change. Our audience, made up of over 140 current parents and children, ODs
and Dragon colleagues, joined the discussion through live poll questions and Q&As with the panel. We were delighted to see
our Dragon community engage with such an important topic and to offer an insight into the ways we can all achieve a more
sustainable society.
Pictured (from L to R): Uday Khemka (OD 1978), Dr Alice Bunn, Kingsmill Bond (OD 1980),
Professor Nick Jelley (Former Parent)

1970s OD Reunion

Friday, 25 March
We look forward to welcoming our 1970s ODs back to the
School for their reunion. Invitations will be sent in January.
JOD Day

Remembrance Sunday Sunday, 14 November
Remembrance Sunday Service was held on Sunday, 14 November
and welcomed parents, children, colleagues and ODs to the School.
Readings and laying of wreaths took place down by Memorial Cross to
commemorate the heroic efforts and sacrifices of those who had served
in past wars, including members of our Dragon community.

Saturday, 26 March
2016—2020 leavers and parents are invited to join us for our
JOD Day. This is a wonderful opportunity for our young ODs to
reconnect with friends and teachers at the Dragon.
Golden Oldies’ Lunch

Wednesday, 20 April
Event details and invitations will be sent to Golden Oldies in
due course.
Skippers’ Society Day

Dragon 10 is our new mentoring
programme that connects young
ODs, 10 years on from the Dragon
and at the start of their careers, with
leading professionals within the
Dragon community.
In Summer 2022 we launch Dragon 10 with our first
event, PITCH UP! This is an exciting opportunity for
young ODs to take centre stage and perfect their
business pitch in front of a panel of angel investors.
Are you a budding entrepreneur? It’s time to PITCH UP!
To find out more, scan the QR code (right).

Dragon 10

Saturday, 7 May
Event details and invitations will be sent to Skipper Society
members in due course.
1980s OD Reunion

Friday, 17 June
We look forward to welcoming our 1980s ODs back to the
School for their reunion. Invitations will be sent in due course.
Remembrance Sunday Service

Sunday, 13 November
Dragon Sale

Saturday, 17 December

Please visit www.dragonschool.org/
community/events for the most up to date
information, or contact Lucy at
development.office@dragonschool.org
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From breaking world records, rowing the
quickest 2km time in history, to winning bronze
at this year’s Olympic Games, Tom George
(OD 2008) has had far from a quiet couple
of years. Rowing as a member of Great
Britain’s men’s eight team, Tom produced an
outstanding performance, taking bronze in the
regatta’s final event. Not too long after his feet
touched back to British ground, Tom spoke to
The OD about his experience and incredible
achievement at Tokyo 2020.

ODlympians

Huge congratulations to you and #TeamGB on such an
incredible achievement! What was it like to row, representing
your country, at the Olympics and go on to win a medal?
Ultimately, it was a dream come true to race at an Olympic Games. For as
long as I can remember all I have wanted to do is compete at the top level
of sports, so to achieve that goal was unbelievable. To win a medal for my
country just makes it even more special.

Was there ever a point in your career to date where the
Olympics felt out of reach, or you fell out of love with rowing?
Early on in my rowing career my relationship with the sport was very
love-hate. However, in recent years I have come to realize how amazing
the sport is and how unifying it can be. I don’t think the games have ever
felt out of reach from my perspective of what I was doing, but 2020 was
a challenging year with a lot of uncertainty, and then in 2021 it suddenly
sounded like the games might not go ahead again. When you hear that it
becomes hard to keep focused on the task at hand.

When did you decide this was the career for you? When did
you know competitive sport was what you wanted to do?
When I first ran the 100m at the Caldicott athletics meeting in E Block!
I remember going to an athletics meeting almost every week and just
loving competing. Then the 2004 Olympics was the summer of my E Block
year and I was obsessed with it. I must have watched every event!

What was your daily routine when training for the Olympics?
How did it differ from your usual training?
Much the same as normal in terms of training schedule, on the water at
7.30 then again at 11.30 then a final session at 15.00. But as we got closer
to the games, we started to do shorter sessions and eventually removed
the final session. The bit that was tough was the bits around training – we
spent 100 days in a COVID-19 bubble, seeing no one but our crewmates.
That is the tough part – trying to remain sane whilst stuck in hotels.

It was wonderful to see mental health being discussed so
openly at this year’s Olympic Games. Why is normalizing the
discussion around emotions in the world of sport important?
You see how unified the nation is when the Olympics is on, and I think
going one step further in showing that we are not superhuman, we are
just normal people like everyone else who are pursuing a passion and a
dream. Thus, we also have feelings of doubt, fear and anxiety around our
performances. So, it is important that the wider public can see that and
realise that we are all the same and live through similar experiences.

Olympic Medal
for Old Dragon at Tokyo 2020
Rowing is undoubtedly both a psychological and physical sport. How
do you achieve the right balance of both psychological and physical
preparation and training?
I honestly sat on the start line and knew that I was exactly where I was meant to be. I
was born to do this. So, the psychological side of it somewhat took care of itself when
it came to racing. I have trained for it and I know that if I follow my process then I will
achieve my goals. That being said, the games throw a lot of pressure on people and it
can be a bit of a shock. For me, whenever I felt nervous, I just returned to that thought –
I don’t need to over-perform, just extract the right performance from myself. Physically,
once I got to the games, I was in the best shape of my life and knew that it wasn’t
about getting better physically but about confronting my mind when it really starts to
hurt, so I just focused on that, and on knowing that what I have done in training has
set me up for this.

In three words, describe your experience at this year’s Tokyo 2020
Olympic Games.
Exciting. Nerve-wracking. A dream.

How did the COVID-19 pandemic and restrictions in place affect your
time in Tokyo?
It made it difficult for sure. I don’t think we handled it as well as we could have as a
group. I think we could have been more open about the added stress it brought. It
certainly created a goldfish-bowl atmosphere at points, limited to who we could see
and what we could do in the village.

Looking back at your time spent training and working towards this
moment on the podium, what advice would you give young Tom
George today?
Embrace every second of it. Go harder at what you love. Spend as much time doing
it as you can. Chase your dreams and I’d probably add that you shouldn’t let other
people tell you what you can and can’t do – those people are always sitting in the
cheap seats hoping you’ll come and join them.

Who inspired you growing up?
As a student at the Dragon, it was undoubtedly Jonny Wilkinson. I think at the time this
was more because he won games for England. Since then though I would look at him
differently – why did he win games for England? Because he trained harder, worked
hard and wanted it more. The ultimate professional.

Tom George (OD 2008)

My Olympic experience has given me even more respect for Usain Bolt. He was
undoubtedly the fastest man in the world but he executed it nine times. Having gone
into this Olympics as favourites and then had an up and down regatta, it resonated
with me how elite you have to be under the pressure all the time.

Who inspires your future?
Hard question to answer. I’m inspired by the team that I am a part of and its rich
history. A lot has been made about not winning a gold medal and I’m inspired by the
thought of remedying that in three years’ time. (I would also add that people should
watch Matthew McConaughey’s Oscar speech where he talks about chasing himself in
10 years and never settling. That idea certainly gets me going in striving to be better).

Where will we find you in three years? Ramerez-vous sur la Seine?
Next year I will be studying for an MPhil at Cambridge and hopefully competing in
the Boat Race and furthering my life after rowing. From there, I will return to full-time
training and competition in search of an Olympic gold medal in Paris.

I honestly sat on the start
line and knew that I was
exactly where I was meant
to be. I was born to do this.
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I have always worked as a
TV cameraman and have
followed my love of the water
by filming sailing.
This started sailing a Mirror dinghy with my dad near
Oxford, before I could walk and now I race most
days through the summer on the Solent and across
the country.

A legend in the sport of rowing, Hugh
‘Jumbo’ Edwards (OD 1919) competed in the
Oxford Cambridge boat race, won three
races at the Henley Regatta and then went
on to the Los Angeles Olympics in 1932 where
he won two Olympic gold medals in the
space of an hour; a record that still stands
today. Gavin Jamieson remembers ‘Jumbo’,
one of Britain’s forgotten Olympic heroes.

When I left Radley, I was very fortunate to meet a company that filmed
sailing and was offered a summer job helping with their sailing footage. This
summer turned into year and then four! In that time, I travelled around the
world filming events like the Audi Medcup, Extreme Sailing Series and RC44s. I
was the onboard cameraman so able to combine both my sailing experience
and my passion for filming.

Thank goodness the Tokyo 2020 was able to go ahead. The rollercoaster
of news in the run-up to the Games was quite nerve-racking. The unknown
made it very difficult for the athletes and for the media to plan our schedules.

Remembering one of
Britain’s Olympic Heroes

After Westminster, Jumbo was accepted into Christ Church College,
Oxford. His passion and excellence at rowing were evident and
in his freshman year, he was selected to row in the Boat Race of
1926. Jumbo collapsed when the Dark Blues held a slight lead and
Cambridge went on to win. The national press put the blame of
Oxford’s loss purely on the shoulders of Jumbo, and he left Oxford.
However, his passion for rowing, and a burning need to redeem
himself, led him back to the river. In 1931, Jumbo became the last
rower to win all three finals at the Henley regatta and in 1932 he won
the two Olympic gold medals.

For Jumbo, the love of flying soon
replaced rowing. In November 1943,
Jumbo, now a Wing Commander for
Coastal Command, was the only
survivor of his ditched Liberator
after protecting an Allied convoy
in the North Atlantic. His Liberator
has been damaged by a U-Boat
that had returned fire at his
plane whilst they dropped depth
charges. With a punctured lung
and broken ribs, he rowed his
inflatable lifeboat overnight
towards the Cornish coastline
and was picked up by a British minesweeper.
As he navigated his lifeboat towards the English coast, his thoughts drifted
back to those days at the Dragon when he constructed model submarines
and depth charges. It is hoped, by the family, that Jumbo’s achievements on
the river are an inspiration to all those who row at the Dragon today.
Gavin Jamieson is currently writing ‘Water’s Gleaming Gold: The Story of
Jumbo Edwards’. His wife, Melissa, is the granddaughter of Jumbo. To find
out more information about the book, and to support the publication, visit
www.lapwingpublishing.com. Gavin was also in conversation with Dan
Snow on a recent HistoryHit podcast ‘Britain’s Forgotten Olympic Heroes’.
Details on this are also available on his website.

I had the most amazing time in Tokyo, from seeing such high-level sport,
meeting people and experiencing some culture. The Toyko 2020 Olympic
Games were like no other. We had very strict rules to follow; we had to take
daily COVID-19 tests and were only allowed at work or in our hotel room.
For there not to be an outbreak caused was down to the most impressive
organisation and efficiency from all the local staff.
Despite the restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic, we were able to perform
our job of filming the Olympics so that it could be shown to the world. There
are thousands of media across all the sports and our TV crew, for the live
sailing coverage alone, was made up of around 100 people from all over
the world. Approximately 15 cameramen film the sailing at the Olympics, in
addition to 15 onboard cameras and drones. Due to my sailing experience,
I had the job of filming from the committee (start) boat and relaying
information about what was happening to the rest of the team. It was
brilliant. Being with the committee and filming the starts and finishes I was in
the middle of the action. Witnessing people’s dreams made, and lost, and the
incredible athletes up close …
I have come home from the Olympics incredibly moved and motivated to do
more sailing of my own. They say the Olympics is inspiring and even more so
having been there – watch this space for Paris 2024!

Sam Petty (OD 2002)
in Tokyo 2020

ODlympians

Jumbo had first discovered his love of the river as a pupil at the
Dragon School. He was enrolled in January 1913, at the age of 6,
and left for Westminster School in 1919. Jumbo would reminisce
about the happy years spent at the school and learning to swim in
the Cherwell. Fellow pupils, and friends, at this time included John
Betjeman and Hugh Gaitskill. His time at the school coincided with
the First World War and the boys would construct lengthy escape
tunnels in the playing fields, and in the workshop build model
submarines, cannons, bombs and depth charges.

Sam Petty (OD 2002)

Since leaving that company 10 years ago, I have filmed other sports such as
horse racing, motorsport and tennis but, I have always returned to sailing.
I currently work on the America’s Cups and Sail GP. Tokyo 2020 was my first
chance to film the Olympic Games and I was overjoyed to be given the
opportunity to work within such a prestigious and treasured event.

Gavin Jamieson, husband to the granddaughter
of Hugh ‘Jumbo’ Edwards (OD 1919)

Eighty-nine years ago, on a stifling day in the Californian sun, Hugh
‘Jumbo’ Edwards sat exhausted in his boat. He had just delivered a
remarkable feat: two Olympic gold medals in under an hour. That
these Olympic rowing victories, in the coxless pairs and four, should
be achieved by Jumbo Edwards, a man who had collapsed in the
Oxford boat during the Boat Race of 1926 and had been told never
to row again, was equally astounding.

A Cameraman’s
Perspective
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Christmas. The blue mug is symbolic of the vessel used by the recipients of
Mary’s Meals and reminds children of the life-changing meal that each child,
supported by Mary’s Meals, receives every day.
In addition to their brilliantly imaginative initiatives, our Community Dragons
hosted a Coffee Cart, Dragon Café, at the end of each Saturday’s QUEST
session in support of the charity. With delicious Colombian Barr coffee
supplied by current parent and Old Dragon Andrew Barr (OD 1969), the
children served Dragon families, raising awareness of the charity’s work via
word of mouth, with proceeds going towards Mary’s Meals. So far this year,
through our young Dragon’s various fundraising efforts and the generosity
of the Dragon community, the ConQUEST has fundraised a brilliant £1,950.76,
making a very real difference.
On a Friday evening in September, Ellie King, Director of Social and
Environmental Impact, received a call from a local organisation asking for
support. A local Summertown B&B, run by former Dragon parents, had
offered their rooms to host Afghan refugees who had arrived in Oxford
with very little, having quite a traumatic exit from
Afghanistan. The Dragon was pleased to be able
to support the families seeking refuge by way of
providing them with a safe space to play at the PrePrep playground and delivering toys, puzzles, games
and books to the B&B. We will continue to do what we
can to support them, and help to fulfil their wish list of
much-needed clothes and shoes.

As each starving child
receives a meal in
school and receives
that precious gift of
an education, their life chances
improve dramatically. Such a
simple message resonates with the
students of the Dragon and their
fundraising performance to date
has been nothing short
of extraordinary.
Peter Higgins, Trustee of Mary’s Meals

The Dragon community also supported Movember for
the fifth year running, with some fantastic moustaches
and fundraising activities. Together, across the last five
years, they generated brilliant awareness and raised
over an incredible £13,000. In 2020, we were the 9th
highest total in the Schools Challenge UK.

The only way to solve
poverty in the long-term is
through education.
Peter Higgins, Trustee of Mary’s Meals

Each year, the Dragon presents every child with real
and exciting challenges that enable them to learn vital
skills and measure their direct impact, and this year
was no different. From creative fundraising initiatives
and supporting the local community to donating toys,
games and books and sharing our grounds with those
that need them most. The Dragon has been proactive
in making a positive difference within our community
over the past twelve months.
We are proud to be continuing and building on our relationship with Oxford Mutual
Aid (OMA), working with them to support vulnerable people in the local community, as
well as the NHS and our key workers this academic year. Every Friday during term time,
inclusive of half-terms and exeats, James Blackwell, Dragon’s Chef, and his Holroyd
Howe team in the Dragon kitchen make 200 freshly cooked, reheatable meals. The
delicious and balanced dishes are delivered to over 50 households, including referrals
from organisations who are supporting those most at risk, including AGE UK, St
Mungo’s, community centres and support groups. This year, young Dragons have
taken a very active role in supporting the charity, with QUEST’s Community Dragons
travelling to the OMA hall in Oxford to sort and pack food boxes for those in need.
OMA are the only Oxford charity that offer food deliveries at the weekend.

Community Dragons

This year’s Dragon Ambassadors will document the journey of
the food from the Dragon kitchen, right through to delivering
to families in need. They will then share the experience with the
school through the assembly programme, so that all children
have the opportunity to understand what we do, and why we
do it. In addition, the School will be running a project to provide
the individuals and families supported by OMA with Christmas
presents. In the first week of the Christmas holidays, the Dragon
will hold a two-day Christmas activity camp at Bardwell Road,
where children of all ages will have the opportunity to come
together and learn about the importance of giving back, and
the amazing work OMA do, whilst helping to wrap and pack
boxes of food, essentials and presents for those most in need.
Dragon children will be involved in creating the gift lists and all
Dragon families will have the opportunity to donate presents
through an online gift list which will selected and wrapped by
the children attending the activity camp. Their hard work will
be interspersed with plenty of festive fun, and families will then
have an opportunity to be involved in delivering their boxes
across the city.
With thanks to former parent Peter Higgins, the Dragon
learned of the grass roots charity Mary’s Meals, whose vision
is that all those who have more than they need, share with
those who lack even the most basic things. Mary’s Meals is a
global movement that provides life-changing meals to some
of the world’s poorest children in their place of education.
Through a variety of creative fundraising efforts as part of
Dragon ConQUEST, our young Community Dragons have
been challenged to fundraise and fill a mug with money by

Kitchen to Community
Oxford Mutual Aid visit
the Dragon, October 2021

Making a Dragon Difference
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Dragon Artists

Tim Knapp, Director of Dragon QUEST

On Saturday mornings something
exciting transforms the Dragon …

Dragon Racquets
make their way to
Merton College to
play Real Tennis

Dragon Farm

Offering a new, bespoke, skills-based enrichment curriculum,
Dragon QUEST encourages children to engage with activities
beyond their comfort zone, enabling them to discover new
opportunities, develop new skills and build the confidence to
dare take their new learnings with them through life.

Understand & Create gets the creative juices flowing and allows Dragons
to express themselves across a range of genres. From Banksy Dragons
decorating parts of the School with murals, or forming a band and in
Dragons Rock to learning macramé knots in Crafty Dragons, there is plenty
of scope for Dragons to showcase their ingenuity and creativity. Meanwhile in
the Cauldron, our Culinary Dragons create delicacies from all over the world,
whilst learning about food origins and sustainability.

As the educational landscape continues to evolve, there is an increased emphasis on skillbased learning beyond the classroom. Dragon QUEST creates outward-looking and multiskilled individuals by exposing them to a wide range of new and inspiring activities, focused
on lifelong learning and holistic development. QUEST is a platform designed to foster and
embrace the imagination and originality in every Dragon child, as envisaged by Skipper
Lynam many years ago.

Exploration & Adventure serves the more intrepid Dragon, with groups
venturing out and about both on-site and further afield. Dragons in the
Wild discover important bush survival skills, whilst the children in Dragon
Ordinates develop their map-reading capabilities. Dragon Farm takes
children into the heart of a working farm in the Chilterns to learn about
everything from how to milk a cow to why the acidity of the soil shapes crop
growth. Meanwhile Dragon Antlers visit a local deer farm to learn about deer
husbandry and sustainability.

The breadth of opportunities on offer through QUEST is a defining feature of the programme.
With over 50 different individual activities to choose from, selected from five different skill
strands, there is certainly something to capture the imagination of every Dragon. The
following are just a few of the highlights from across the curriculum in its inaugural year:
Quiet & Question provides the intellectual stimulus. Inscription Dragons explores the ancient
language of Sumerian, whilst Classical Dragons introduces ancient civilisation. Have Dragons
Got News for You? keeps children abreast of current affairs, whilst Dragon Quills proves that
the pen is mightier than the sword with an introduction to calligraphy. Cultured Dragons
makes the most of the School’s wonderful location with trips into Oxford to learn about
everything from the city’s rich literary and silver screen links to its architecture and history.

QUEST is a
terrific addition
to the Dragon
experience!
Year 5 Parent

Skills & Society gives the children a platform to develop new skills and reach
out to the community. Whether it’s learning first aid in Dragon Responders,
knowing how to cultivate a vegetable plot in Green-clawed Dragons or being
shown how to navigate roads safely on a bicycle through Bikeability Dragons,
valuable life lessons are being learnt. Compassion and outreach come in
the form of Dragon Pals and Community Dragons, brightening the lives of
sick and lonely children with letters and small gifts or devising ways to raise
money for charity in order to spread a little Dragon kindness nationwide.

UEST
UEST
UEST

Community Dragons

DRAGON

#DiscoverDevelopDare

Train & Play suits the more energetic Dragons, with
the children having the opportunity to choose from
several niche sports on offer. As Paddle Dragons
navigate the Cherwell on SUPs, others are trying to
reach the ‘end zone’ in NFL Dragons. Short of wearing
tights, there are Robin Hood impersonators galore
in Dragon Arrows, whilst others discover how to play
chukkas in Reining Dragons.
As the Dragon starts a new chapter in its illustrious
history, Saturdays are a buzz of excitement and
energy. I am hopeful that Skipper Lynam would agree
that QUEST has succeeded in allowing children to
’develop their minds and their capacities in their own
way’, therefore keeping his philosophy very much
alive over a century later.
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Dear Dragon...
Letters to the Editor
Dear Dra
gon,

We were delighted to receive letters to the Editor from our ODs in response to the
last issue of The OD. We include an edited selection of those recently received. Please
address your letters to The Editor, Development Office, Dragon School, Bardwell Road,
Oxford, OX2 6SS or email development.office@dragonschool.org. We would be
delighted to hear from you.
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Do you remember the ‘Pickled
Onion’ Alan speaks of, or the
reason for its name? We’d love
to hear from you!
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Gay Sturt, Dragon Archivist responded to Humphrey’s letter. Extracts taken
from her reply in answer to his questions are published below:
Page 247 to page 251 covers all Acknowledgements.
1. In 1923 Hum decided to compile a hymn book with suitable
material for 7 to 13-year-old children. This was printed by OUP and
a useful phrase was inserted under the title of “Hymns and Prayers
for Dragons”: “Privately printed for use at The Dragon School”. Over
the years this book has been improved – melody lines of the music
inserted for instance. There is reference made to the previous hymn
book used in the school A New School Hymnal for Schools. We
currently have a newer edition of the hymn book, which is used in full
school assemblies, though there are many different editions which I
have in the archive.
2. Over the early years that The Dragon Book of Verse (DBOV) was
published there were some interesting errors sorted out and by 1958
several editions were published.

The Dragon School was keen to have a useful collection of poems
that might be used by children of all ages. Other collections were
considered to be too grown up and difficult for children to learn.
Recitations is still performed in our pre-prep department with a class
reciting a poem they have chosen and learnt. Skipper’s introduction
to the book in the August term Draconian of 1935 was well received
by many other schools, several located in other countries (see 2nd
attachment).
3. The 1977 version was steered by two members of staff, one an OD.
These two have now compiled several other collections of poetry,
always with interesting illustrations and mainly with OUP. The
decision to have a reprint in 2019 was led by the Dragon Christmas
Charity Sale. Several Old Dragons were keen to contribute by being
recorded reading a favourite poem from the DBOV, and this CD has
been most popular.
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I can’t say I was ever exactly proud of what I achieved (as Headteacher)
– I felt satisfaction in numerous things, perhaps principally in seeing the
children in my school growing up, being happy and achieving things but
also in leaving behind a legacy of improved structures both in buildings
and in the way the school operated.

With Emma Goldsmith joining the Dragon community as Head this September (2021),
we were inspired to look at ODs that have also carved out a career in educational
leadership and become Headteachers since their Dragon days.

The greatest impact on me (when at the Dragon) was made by Chris
Jaques (Jacko) one day when I was about 11 and we read with him
Tennyson’s ‘The Lady of Shalott’. He inspired me as a teacher and I was
suddenly struck by the beauty of the language and, as a result, began
to read voraciously. I wasn’t then persuaded to teach English but that
afternoon laid the bedrock of a real love of the language which has
stayed with me ever since.

A Dragon Headucation
From Young Dragon to Head

Simon Evers (OD 1961) Former Headteacher of Highgate Junior School

1965 XI Cricket Team
The Dragon in my time (the 1950s) was, as it were,
a School run by uncles, with all the freedom and
unpredictability that might imply. I learned most from
Bruno and, particularly, how to project a character
audibly in a large hall, a skill which turned out to be useful
for Headmastering, in more ways than one.
Tom Wheare (OD 1958)
Former Headmaster of Bryanston School, Dorset

It was a good moment when Adam
Walliker, a former Dragon master and Head
of a local prep school, remarked during a
visit to the RGS that the atmosphere really
reminded him of the Dragon. That must
suggest how influenced I was in trying to
establish a particular culture. I think that
Heads select which of their own school
experiences to replicate and which to avoid.
Tim Young (OD 1965) Former Head of Royal
Grammar School Guildford

My time at the Dragon in three words: Reputation.
Enjoyment. Opportunity.
In my opinion, good leadership and happy children defines
the success of a school.
Chris Evers (OD 1952) Former Head of Cheam School

I suspect that my happy Dragon days led in more ways than one to my
career in school teaching. After MCS, Merton and a PhD at Edinburgh, I
returned to schools first as a history teacher (Dulwich College, Westminster)
then as a Headmaster (Bancroft’s, Christ’s Hospital, International College
Spain). One highlight was setting up a Prep School at Bancroft’s with the
freedom to make it as much like the Dragon as I could, including dark blue
corduroy shorts and bomber jackets. The realisation that I had picked
the right career dawned on me my first summer at Dulwich, standing as
square leg umpire and reflecting that I was being paid for it and all that has
followed reinforced that verdict. Thank you to all who guided and shared
my Dragon journey.
Peter Southern (OD 1960) Former Head of Bancroft’s School

I believe whatever confidence I have all
started from having a wonderful time at the
Dragon. As a boy, Stooge, young member
of staff and then a Housemaster I have
nothing but the greatest affection for the
Dragon. Beaudesert was different but so
much of what I brought to the school was
based on my happiness at the Dragon.
Jumbo Womersley (OD 1969, Former
Staff) Former Headmaster of Beaudesert
Park School

I loved my time at the Dragon and believe that the School influenced
me greatly. While superficially scruffy or even anarchic, there was an
underlying sense of purpose centred firmly on allowing the children to
be themselves and to grow up in their own time. Adults noticed us and
were always willing to talk and play. Nothing was rushed and fun was
taken very seriously; but we learnt an immense amount and, looking
back, the expectations for us were high. I’ve never quite worked out how
I managed to be there at all (the School was definitely not co-ed in the
1970s!) but always felt fully a part of things.
All institutions have changed a great deal since then and idiosyncrasies
of the Dragon kind have not survived, but the best schools are still
imaginative places and allow their pupils the freedom to develop as
individuals as they learn.
Dr Frances Ramsey (OD 1978)
Head of the Godolphin and Latymer School
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The greatest impact on me was the boarding [during my time at the Dragon]. In those
days all but a handful of ‘day-bugs’ boarded so there was a great sense of community
and large numbers were on the same journey. I hated saying ‘goodbye’ to my parents
at the end of the holidays but very quickly settled and was happy in No. 28, Cherwell
and School House. Full boarding helped develop my independence and social skills.
I went into stockbroking on leaving university but, after c. four years, knew my
heart was in teaching in the independent sector. The Dragon had shown me
what a worthwhile and enjoyable career it could be.
William Vernon (OD 1978) Headmaster of Saint Ronan’s School

I had the happiest of times at the Dragon. The teachers seemed to have more fun
than the children. I admired the way that Keith Ingram ‘Inky’, the Head and my
Form Taker, wanted all Dragons to thoroughly enjoy school and express themselves
too. My time there definitely influenced my decision to pursue teaching as a career.
Mark White (OD 1978, Former Staff) Headmaster of Hazlegrove School

My proudest achievement as a Head / Warden? Before coming to St. Columba’s College
in Dublin I ran a famous School in South Africa called Tiger Kloof, which had been
closed down by the apartheid government and only reopened 35 years later. That
was a life-changing experience and I am very proud of being able to help to provide
opportunities there to disadvantaged young people from the local community.
I was passionate about sport at the Dragon and initially this did influence my decision
to teach as I wanted to carry on coaching and being involved in sport. However, after
starting my career I became much more interested in the pastoral side of school life
and being fully involved in the holistic development of young people.
Mark Boobbyer (OD 1980) Warden of St. Columba’s College

There are so many important lessons that children can learn at school: the importance of
kindness, trying one’s best, having a go at all opportunities, getting along with a wide range
of people and so many more besides.
Education was my fourth career, after the army, strategy consulting and investment banking
so it wasn’t initially obvious to me as a career. However, once I had moved into teaching, I
did enjoy coming back to serve as a governor of the Dragon School for five years before I
moved north and this experience taught me many lessons that have been useful throughout
my time as a Head.
Geoffrey Stanford (OD 1984, Former Governor) Head of Royal Grammar School Newcastle

It’s a very great privilege to go to the Dragon – Dragons past and present need to
remember that, and to make the most of the opportunities and the advantages they
have been given, by doing their best for themselves and for others.
Alastair Chirnside (OD 1989) Warden of St. Edward’s School

Old Dragon

Class of

Old Dragon

Class of

Peter

Allen

OD 1927

Spencer

Leeson

OD 1905

Valentine

Armitage

OD 1902

Tom

Lewis

OD 1990

Mark

Boobbyer

OD 1980

Fergus

Livingstone

OD 1981

Pat

Campbell

OD 1911

Hum

Lynam

Peter

Chatterton

OD 1945

OD 1886, Former Staff
1895—1942

Justin

Chippendale

OD 1980, Former Staff
1997—2005

Joc

Lynam

OD 1916, Former Staff
1924–1965

Alastair

Chirnside

Alastair

Macbeth

OD 1948

OD 1989

Bill

Cook

OD 1944

George

Marsh

OD 1956, Former Staff
1965–2014

Dougie

Dalrymple

OD 1953, Former Staff
1959–1976

Stephen

McWatters

OD 1934

Moggridge

OD 1956

de Selincourt

OD 1911, Former Staff
1924–1929

Robin

Aubery

Edward

Owen

OD 1882

Alan

Debes

OD 1953

Will

Phelps

OD 1984

Paddy C. W.

Disney

OD 1929

Frances

Ramsey

OD 1978

William
Edwards

Dyson

OD 1905

Basil

Robinson

OD 1927

Julian

Souter

OD 1965

Ronnie

Evers

OD 1921

Peter

Southern

OD 1960

David

Evers

OD 1951, Former Staff
1964–1970

Geoffrey

Stanford

OD 1984, Former Governor

Chris

Evers

OD 1952

Robert

Stewart

OD 1987

Simon

Evers

OD 1961

John

Strover

OD 1944

Adrian

Floyd

OD 1980

John

Sturt

OD 1939

Dominic

Floyd

OD 1985

Lynam

Thomas

OD 1914

Richard

Gordon

OD 1962, Former Staff
1974–2001

William

Vernon

OD 1978

Tom

Wheare

OD 1958

Mark

White

OD 1978, Former Staff
2004–2017

Jumbo

Womersley

OD 1969, Former Staff
1989—1997

Hugh

Woodcock

OD 1938, Former Staff
1949—1953

Chris

Wright

OD 1984, Former Staff
1988—1990

Michael
'Guv'

Gover

OD 1938

Nicholas

Haddock

OD 1972

Robert

Hadman

OD 1959

Michael

Hammond

OD 1942

Robin

Hodgkin

OD 1928

Maurice

Jacks

OD 1907

Hugh C.

King

OD 1886

Francis

Wylie

OD 1920, Former Staff
1928–1956

Roger

Kirk

OD 1946

Roger

Young

OD 1937

Mark

Lascelles

OD 1982

Tim

Young

OD 1965

The list published within this issue may not be definitive and we would be pleased to hear from you with any Old Dragons that
should be detailed. Please email development.office@dragonschool.org. Thank you.

Emma Goldsmith, Head,
Ed Phelps, Deputy Head, Peter ‘PJ’ Wilson,
Andrew Webb, Chair of Governors
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111 Terms

Valete
Peter ‘PJ’ Wilson
By Sir David Lewis
(OD 1961, Former
Governor, Former
Parent, Current
Grandparent)

An outstanding
games player at
Chatham House in
Kent, where he won
a Welsh schoolboy
international
Peter ‘PJ’ Wilson
hockey cap, Peter
, 1991
went to Teddy
Hall at Oxford for an
interview to read Maths and was offered a place to read
Geology in 1961. He shared a flat with George ‘Boggie’
Marsh (OD 1956 and staff) and John ‘Splash’ Blackburn
(staff), captained the OU Hockey side gaining four Blues,
and also played representative cricket and squash. In 1964,
he was in the GB Olympic hockey squad for Tokyo and took
a year off from studies but ended up as a non-travelling
reserve. He completed his fourth year at Teddy Hall in 1965
and considered a job as a geologist in Uganda at a copper
mine. Fortunately, he chose to stay in the UK on his father’s
very sensible advice and joined the GB squad for the 1968
Mexico Olympics. Meanwhile, he helped some friends on
their farm for a while until he was introduced by George
Marsh to Joc Lynam, and subsequently the OD hockey
team at the Hockey Festival in Folkestone. In Spring 1966
after an evening visit to Vincent’s Club in Oxford, he was
told by George that his interview for a job on the Dragon
staff, which he knew nothing about, was to take place in
30 minutes. He arrived at the Dragon to meet Keith ‘Inky’
Ingram the Headmaster who poured him a large gin with
a splash of tonic. Following an alcoholic dinner in the
Common Room, Gunga Din, he was offered a job to teach
science on the basis that he could have as much time off as
needed for the Olympic squad.
And so, it was that in the Summer Term of 1966, as an
18- year-old Stooge, I first met PJ in No 5 Charlbury Road
where we both had bachelor rooms with Roger Perrin (later
to set up his own secondary school on the south coast).
I remember, very well, the three of us watching the World

After 55 years and one term’s dedicated service
to the Dragon, an era has ended with Peter
Wilson’s retirement as the longest-serving, nonLynam, member of staff, ever.
Cup final together. My job was to rush across to Gunga Din for alcoholic top-ups for
all of us at frequent intervals.
Peter played well at the 1968 Olympics and went on to gain over 50 GB hockey caps,
over 100 Welsh hockey caps, and over 50 Welsh squash caps as well of course as
playing for Kent, Southern Counties, and several sides of former internationals; he
also captained all these sides at one time. As an international in two sports, Peter
was named in a Sunday Times survey as one of the very best sportsmen in Britain; he
was certainly the best associated with the Dragon. In 1974 he was the only UK player
to be chosen to represent Europe in Madrid in an anniversary international hockey
tournament. He was an exceptional games player and his ability at tennis, golf and
cricket also helped many ODs. I remember he ate large breakfasts and dinners. But,
during the lunch break, he would run around the parks over Rainbow Bridge and then
run to the far side of the Cherwell to return via Wolfson Bridge. He always looked bronzetanned and many have mistaken him for a Hollywood actor with his permanent smile
and relaxed style.

Peter’s dedication to the School will never
be forgotten. The Dragon is blessed to have
had a member of staff of his quality.
As a Form Master of Middle 2, he will be fondly remembered for his Latin teaching
and competitive approach to inter-Form athletics and swimming relays. As a Science
Teacher, many ODs over the past 55 years will be thankful for his encouragement and
patience. As a Hockey Coach of 1st Game for many years, Peter was always patient
and supportive; his School tour to Kenya was memorable for those fortunate to attend.
As a tennis coach for over 30 years his guidance has been crucial for many including
a young Tim Henman. Tennis teams will never forget the annual match against King’s
School Wimbledon (Inky’s old school) in the morning followed by a post-lunch visit to
the Wimbledon Championships, with everyone sharing entry tickets often provided by
parents. Post Common Entrance pupils will also remember entertaining tours to Guv
and Pa Frith’s house in Cornwall with golf and many other pursuits available, aided by
Guv’s unusual approach to cooking, and Peter trying to keep control.
Very many ODs will wish him, and Celia, a long and healthy retirement in their lovely
house in Noke, with its top-of-the-range gym where Peter works out every day.
Like many great athletes, Peter is the most humble and modest of people. He will hate
the attention of this article!

Members of the Dragon community
wished Mary Kinnear well in July 2021 as
she retired following 37 years at the School.
Many generations of Dragons and staff
have benefited from her experience and
advice. Thank you, Mary, on behalf of the
whole Dragon community, for 111 terms of
loyal contribution to the School.

Mary Kinnear
My Dragon Years | 1984 – 2021
My first 11 years at the Dragon School, teaching E Block are
memorable! Classrooms were on the ground floor of the
building adjoining to the Lynam Hall. These rooms are now
Science Labs. Marbles were the craze and children had a
name for every size and colour of marbles.
I did Dorm duties at No 14 every Tuesday. We had lots of
fun, and ODs will remember ‘Camps’ where children turned
each Dorm into a den with bedding hanging everywhere
with children decorating the scene. Prizes for the best
camp were eagerly awaited the following week!
When the Dragon Pre-Prep, then Lynams, was opened in
1995, I was asked to become Deputy Head and to teach
one of the four Year 3 classes which I did until 2014. The
original Year 3 classrooms were in converted stables
and to mark the millennium ODs who were in Year 3 will
remember moving into the spacious new building with
Year 3 classrooms upstairs.
Over the years, I ran various after-School activities
including Model-Club where everyone shared resources
and made plastic aircraft following detailed instructions.
I also ran a sewing activity where Year 3 children made
mats using cotton Bianca and many different stiches, and
coloured threads.
In 2014, I joined the Admissions team, meeting the many
prospective parents and showing them around the School,
able to answer most of their many fascinating questions.
Early Bird duty was always fun with children full of energy
first thing in the morning!

If you would like to pass on your well wishes
to Mr Wilson and Ma Kinnear, please email
development.office@dragonschool.org.

Mary Kinnear on her last day
at the Pre-Prep, 2021

A truly inspirational teacher. Wishing you a happy
and healthy retirement.
Ruth Keeble, Former Staff, Facebook Comment

Enjoy retirement Ma K!
Many Happy memories of E Block!
John Dawber (OD 1991), Facebook Comment

Congratulations. Fond memories of the jungles
of Brunei with Ma Kinnear! Have a wonderful
retirement! You deserve it.
Edward Holroyd Pearce (OD 1995), Facebook Comment

Happy retirement Ma K, George used to call you
Ma Hug in a Mug.
Samantha Wilson, Former Parent, Facebook Comment

A truly wonderful lady who has not aged at all
since she ran the model aeroplane club in that old
WWII air raid shelter down by the Cherwell circa
1995. Have a glorious retirement Ma, and thank
you so much for everything.
Dickon Prior (OD 1997), Facebook Comment
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My move to teaching Classics at the Dragon stemmed from a
desire to offer young students that same engaging, exciting
introduction to the Classical world. The guiding principles
of Classics teaching at the Dragon are ‘knowledge, rigour
and fun’ and the department certainly offers these in equal
measure. Rigorous language teaching is clear from the very
high level many dragons achieve in Latin and Greek before
heading to their senior schools. Prior to my appointment at the
Dragon I taught at Rugby School, Dulwich College and Clifton
College, and it is true to say that in all of these I witnessed the
detailed knowledge of Latin grammar achieved by Dragon
pupils. Whilst Dragon teachers agree with my own teacher’s
philosophy, that the challenge of Latin is intrinsically fun,
there can be no doubt that much of the ‘fun’ is to be found in
trips to sites and study of the ancient world. Dragon QUEST

Staff Spotlight

Introducing Rosie Coombs,
Head of Classics
provides the perfect opportunity for this and it is wonderful
to be able to offer free exploration of the ancient world
through Classical Dragons. Inscription Dragons, investigating
Sumerian inscriptions, also reminds dragons of the breadth
of our subject – we aren’t just about Greeks and Romans but
encompass a vast range of languages and cultures.

As with all enthusiasts,
classicists are most happy
when sharing their passion
with a willing audience.
A well-worn and much-loved cartoon book of Greek
myths could have been the beginning and end
of my relationship with a subject that instead has
become a lifelong passion and vocation. The decline
in schools offering Latin meant that my academic
career would likely have bypassed Classics entirely,
were it not for a chance to move to a local school
that happened to offer the subject.
It is one thing for a school to offer Latin, but I think many would agree that it is
the delivery of a subject that can make all the difference. My slightly eccentric but
wonderfully enthusiastic first Latin teacher sparked in me an interest and curiosity
that stayed with me throughout school up to my years spent studying Classics
at Cambridge University. An important aspect of his teaching was his ability to
disguise the most difficult sections of Latin grammar as exciting challenges and
fun puzzles; a piece of work to be relished and enjoyed rather than feared. This
coupled with an encyclopaedic knowledge of the ancient world and the ability to
impart its fascinating secrets in unique and engaging ways make those Classics
lessons the fondest memory of my early education.

I remain keenly aware of the serendipitous nature of my
own exposure to the Classical world and am excited by
programmes offering teaching in Classics to those who do
not have the opportunity at school. The word ‘elitist’ is often
used to describe Classics, but any implication that it is by the
design of those who love it most is deeply unfair. As with all
enthusiasts, classicists are most happy when sharing their
passion with a willing audience. Whilst there is no denying
that an education in Classics is currently the preserve of the
privileged few, there are numerous outreach programmes
desperately hoping to patch the holes within the national
curriculum. The recent government announcement of funding
for Latin in 40 state schools is an exciting development for
classicists. Most importantly, this funding includes provision for
trips to Roman Heritage sites, ensuring students do not learn
a language in isolation but are also immersed in the culture in
which it originated. Mary Beard commented, ‘I think the more
that we spread the excitement of learning Latin, the better
for everybody and the better for Latin.’ I couldn’t agree more.
Latin is often unfairly described as a dead language, but
perhaps there is hope that it may no longer be a dying subject.

Unlocking the
Opportunity to Excel
We were delighted to welcome five new bursary pupils to the
Dragon during the Autumn Term, made possible through the
generosity of members of our community of ODs, parents and
friends. The admissions process for our bursary holders is much
the same as for any of our applicants, with the exception of
financial means testing, which we instruct an independent third
party to assess. Our bursary programme is truly transformative
and the level of bursaries we offer ranges from 70% – 100%, with
most bursaries being within the top range.
Although our current bursary families are understandably anonymous, we wanted to take this
opportunity to share a little detail about those who have been awarded financial support this year,
and the difference receiving such a bursary makes to their lives, allowing them to develop further,
think bigger and achieve more.
Amongst our diverse cohort of incoming boys and girls are a mix of boarding and day pupils, with
ambitions of becoming doctors, actors and everything else in-between. Their parents join us from
professions such as healthcare, administration and teaching support, and who, without bursary
funding, would otherwise be unable to access a Dragon Education for their children. The Head’s
reports we have received from the recipient’s previous schools have included comments on how
they would thrive with the extracurricular provision we provide, how they love to be challenged
academically and one boy, in particular, is described as being kind, humble, honest, respectful and
self-disciplined. What more could we want from a young Dragon?

Staff Spotlight
We introduced new Head of Drama, Charlie Ponder, in the latest
issue of Community News, our termly e-newsletter.
Scan the QR code (left) to read his interview.

An Update
When we asked one applicant what she’d like
her superpower to be, she replied, “I want to be
able to fly.” Support from our community has
enabled her, and others like her, to attend the
Dragon, and it’s now our role to help her realise
this ambition, metaphorically, at least(!). We’re
confident our new intake of bursary recipients
will flourish here, just as those who came before
them have done, whilst enriching our wider
intake and fully utilising all of the opportunities
made available to them.
We firmly believe that all young Dragons should
be inspired to seek and develop their own
opportunities and interests and that, given time
and encouragement, they will emerge resolute in
their individual purpose. This is the most evident
in the diverse group of happy, self-confident and
distinctly ‘Dragon’ children we see progressing
through the School to this day.

To donate to our Transformational
Bursary programme, or find out
more, scan the QR code above. To
discuss giving opportunities, please
contact the Development Office.
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George Paton Wilby

Susan Davies (née Sturt)

(OD 1943, Former Parent)

(OD 1946)

8 October 1929 – 20 July 2021

22 January 1934 – 8 July 2021

George was born in Huddersfield West
Yorkshire on 8 October 1929.

Susan Julia Sturt was the fourth child born to
Oliver Sturt (OD 1914) and her mother, Olive, in
London. Her childhood was spent following her
father to various exciting places with the army,
including India. The outbreak of the WWII meant a
rapid exit from France to the UK for Olive and the
children. Her father remained in France blowing
up various bridges and eventually escaped
back to UK. The family had taken up residence
in Norham Road so she followed her siblings to
the Dragon. The school had a profound effect on
her and perhaps spoilt her for a more conventual
senior school. The memory of swimming in the
River Cherwell lasted all her life.

He attended the Dragon School in Oxford
from the age of 7 to 13, followed by Shrewsbury
School. He went on to Leeds University to
study Electronic Engineering, and graduated
with a first-class honours degree. This was
followed by two years National Service in the
Army. He was based in Osnabruck in Germany
for eighteen months of his service, a time he
greatly enjoyed.
After he left the Army, George followed in his
father’s footsteps and started working at Z
Hinchliffe’s Yarn Spinners, where he spent the
next 60 years, becoming Chairman and finally
retiring at the ripe old age of 83! He was a very
well-respected member of the textile trade.

Sue chose to follow her aunt’s suggestion of
becoming a teacher. After her training she taught
in Didcot, meeting briefly John Davies who was on
a one-year course at Oxford. Sue bought a red
Morgan, and their friendship took off. After a spell
whilst her husband taught in various locations
abroad, they returned home to UK. Her passion
for Morgan cars was well known. Further travels
abroad with a very new baby and two older ones
were full of excitement.

George was also Chairman of the CBWT for
many years – the Confederation of British Wool
Textiles. This was the body that represented
all the wool textile companies, in order for a
collective position to be taken on pay and
conditions in negotiations with the Union.
George married Barbara in 1965, and they
had three children, Diana. Graham and Hazel.
George’s interests included playing football
for the Huddersfield Amateurs, and he played
golf at Woodsome Hall Golf Club for many
years. In 1999, when Barnsley football club
reached the Premier League, he became a
season ticket holder with Barbara, who is
Barnsley born and bred, and they remained
season tickets holders until this year.
George leaves his wife Barbara, three children
and seven grandchildren.
A true gentleman.

development.office@dragonschool.org

www.dragonschool.org

Congratulations

In Memoriam
2021
J Michael Arrowsmith (OD 1947) on 6 March 2021
Simon Raison (OD 1952) on 30 April 2021
Rory Glennie (OD 1960) on 28 June 2021
Susan Davies (née Sturt) (OD 1946) on 8 July 2021
John Woodcock (OD 1940) on 18 July 2021
George Wilby (OD 1943, Former Parent) on 20 July 2021
Peter Shuttleworth (OD 1954) on 28 July 2021
Andrew Arrowsmith (OD 1949) on 27 October 2021
Francis John Christopher Carnell (OD 1957) on 6 November 2021

For a full list of available 2021 obituaries please visit
www.dragonschool.org/obituaries

Emily Ally, Teacher of Science and Maths, Coordinator of
Social and Environmental Impact and her husband Masud,
on the birth of their son Perseus, on 9 September 2021.

Their return to England meant she was able
to take up tutoring local pupils who needed to
pass common entrance. Finally, they were able
to move to further out from Tavistock. Sue was
able to make the new house their own with new
upholstery and curtains. At the same time, she
continued to tutor local children and her Open
University courses, of which had been introduced
just one year before she started hers.
In Tavistock, Sue quickly joined the History Society,
revived the Subscription library and helped to
set up the museum, now a flourishing centre
of all things Tavistock. Her calm approach to
problems was backed up by immense patience
and a strong desire to move matters forwards.
Gradually, she managed to take her ideas of
improving the Tavistock Museum even further – a
lasting record of her determination. At her funeral,
there were many friends in the congregation,
including families of her past pupils, who came to
acknowledge her contribution to their education.
She will be sadly missed by all.

Tim Conibear (OD 1995) and his wife Daniella, on the birth of
their son Max, on 15 April 2021 (pictured).
Edoardo Mapelli Mozzi (OD 1997) and his wife, HRH Princess
Beatrice, on the birth of their daughter Sienna Elizabeth, on 18
September 2021.
Robin Stevens (OD 2001) and her husband David, on the birth of
their baby in Autumn 2021.
Hattie Partington-Smyth, Senior Development Officer, and her
husband Tom, on the birth of their baby Mack, November 2021.

£43,300 was raised by

the 2020 ‘Virtual’ Dragon Sale for
a number of inspirational local,
national and international charities.

5,000

meals
were made for local community
groups in support of Oxford Mutual
Aid’s Christmas (2020) and Easter
(2021) Meals Programme.

The Dragon’s blue tractor does
miles a year, cutting the
grass on the sports fields.

1,920

100

Over
pupils
have benefitted from a
bursary since the first
Transformational Bursary
Programme cohort
arrived in 2003.

50

different
Over
activities are offered as part
of Dragon QUEST.

184,074

lunches are
served, on average, every
academic year.

100 years ago,
1922

in
, The Gondoliers
was first performed at
the Dragon.

1889

, the first ever
In April
issue of the School magazine,
The Draconian, was produced.

The editorial began: “It is with the
utmost modesty that we attempt to
publish this little sheet …”

51

Scholarships,
Dragons won
Exhibitions and Awards recognising
their academic and extra-curricular
achievements in 2020/21.

The Dragon respects the environment
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140 years ago, in 1882, the first
School Group photo was taken.

